Immobilization of biomolecules on cycloolefin polymer supports.
Recent trends in the development of microfluidic and biodiagnostic chips favor polymer materials over glass, primarily for optical and economical reasons. Therefore, existing chemical methods to prepare biomolecule microarrays on glass slides have to be adapted or replaced in order to suit polymer substrates. Here we present a strategy to immobilize DNA and antibodies on cyclic polyolefin slides, like Zeonor. This polymer represents a class of new polymeric materials with excellent optical and mechanical properties. By plasma and liquid chemical treatment followed by coating with polyelectrolytes, we have succeeded in immobilizing DNA onto the polymer substrate, yielding stable and versatile biosensor surfaces. We demonstrate the stability and usage of the coated Zeonor substrates not only in DNA chip technology but also in protein chip technology with DNA-directed immobilization of proteins.